Abstract. HypBinRes, a particular form of hyper-resolution, was first employed in the SAT solver 2CLS+EQ. In 2CLS+EQ, HypBinRes and equality reduction are used at every node of a DPLL search tree, pruning much of the search tree. This allowed 2CLS+EQ to display the best all-around performance in the 2002 SAT solver competition. In particular, it was the only solver to qualify for the second round of the competition in all three benchmark categories. In this paper we investigate the use of the HypBinRes rule and equality reduction in a preprocessor that is used to simplify a CNF formula prior to SAT solving. We present empirical evidence demonstrating that such a preprocessor is extremely effective on large structured problems, including making some previously unsolvable problems solvable. The preprocessor is also able to solve a number of non-trivial instances by itself. Since the preprocessor does not have to worry about undoing changes on backtrack, nor about keeping track of reasons for intelligent backtracking, we were able to develop a new algorithm for applying HypBinRes that can be orders of magnitude more efficient than the algorithm employed inside of 2CLS+EQ. The net result is a technique that improves our ability to solve hard problems SAT problems.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the use of a particular hyper-resolution rule, HypBinRes, along with equality reduction to preprocess CNF encoded SAT theories. HypBinRes is an inference rule that attempts to discover new binary clauses. These binary clauses are in turn used to detect that some literals are either forced or must be equivalent to another literal. In either case the input formula can then be reduced to one that does not contain that literal.
The HypBinRes rule was developed as part of the SAT solver 2CLS+EQ [1] . This solver was designed to further investigate the use of additional reasoning at every node of a DPLL search tree in order to prune the search tree [2, 3] . In the 2002 SAT competition 2CLS+EQ displayed the best all around performance, being the only solver to qualify for the second round of the competition in all three benchmark categories: industrial, handmade, and random problems. Furthermore, 2CLS+EQ was the top contributor to the SOTA (state of the art) solver. That is, it solved 18 problems in the first round that were not solved by any other solver, (second was zchaff which was the sole solver of 15 problems) [4] . This performance demonstrated that the right kind of additional reasoning can be very effective. Furthermore, in [2] empirical evidence was presented demonstrating that it is the specific use of HypBinRes and equality reduction that is key to 2CLS+EQ's performance.
The competition results demonstrated two other things about the use of HypBinRes. First, it can be quite expensive to utilize inside of the DPLL search, often resulting in a significant slow down in the per-node search rate of the solver. On some problems the pruning produced is so dramatic that there is a significant net improvement in solution times. However, the overheads are such that state of the art DPLL SAT solvers, like zchaff [5] , can usually solve problems faster, even though they must search many more nodes. Second, there are a number of problems on which HypBinRes and equality reduction is so effective that 2CLS+EQ can solve the problem without doing any search.
These two observations lead us to investigate the use of HypBinRes and equality reduction as a preprocessor for simplifying SAT problems prior to invoking a DPLL search. First, much of the expense in the implementation of HypBinRes arose from the fact that it was being used dynamically inside of a DPPL search. Using HypBinRes dynamically meant that information had to be maintained so that all the changes made to the theory could be undone on backtrack. Furthermore, because 2CLS+EQ utilized intelligent backtracking, information also had to be maintained so that the reasons for failures could be computed. Since at each node HypBinRes and equality reduction often produced huge changes to the theory, computing and maintaining all of this information becomes quite expensive. All of that extra work can be avoided in a preprocessor. Second, that HypBinRes with equality reduction was actually able to solve some hard problems prior to search, gave us reason to believe that it could usefully simplify other problems even if it was not able to solve them completely.
In this paper we report on the results of our investigation into the use of HypBinRes and equality reduction as a preprocessor. A short summary being that such a preprocessor is generally extremely effective in improving net solution times, in contrast with the mixed results about preprocessing reported in [6] . In the sequel we will first describe HypBinRes and equality reduction in more detail. Then we will sketch a new algorithm suitable for implementing it in a preprocessor. Empirical results are presented next, followed by some conclusions.
HypBinRes+eq
HypBinRes is a rule of inference involving a hyper-resolution step (i.e., a resolution step that involves more than two input clauses). It takes as input a single n-ary clause (n ≥ 2) (l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n ) and n − 1 binary clauses each of the form (l i , ) (i = 1, . . . , n − 1). It produces as output the new binary clause ( , l n ). For example, using HypBinRes hyperresolution on the inputs (a, b, c, d), (h,ā), (h,c), and (h,d), produces the new binary clause (h, b).
HypBinRes is equivalent to a sequence of ordinary resolution steps (i.e., resolution steps involving only two clauses). However, a sequence of ordinary resolution steps would generate clauses of intermediate length while HypBinRes side-steps this to only generates a final binary clause. In a SAT solver it is generally counter productive to add these intermediate clauses to the theory, but it can be very useful to add the final binary clause.
It should also be noted that if the input n-ary clause is itself binary, HypBinRes reduces to the simple resolution of binary clauses. For example, HypBinRes on the "nary" clause (a, b) and the clause (h,ā) yields the new binary clause (h, b). In our implementation, however, rather than apply HypBinRes to binary clauses, binary clauses are resolved with each other using a separate module that can be implemented more efficiently than general HypBinRes.
HypBinRes could also be used to generate unit clauses, if we allow it to consider one more binary clause. For example, (a, b, c, d), (h,ā), (h,b), (h,c), and (h,d), when hyper resolved together produces the unit clause (h). Equivalently, we can apply HypBinRes as specified above and then a single step of ordinary resolution of binary clauses. In our example, the HypBinRes step using only the first 3 binary clauses would produce (h, d), then an ordinary resolution would resolve this binary clause with (h,d) to produce (h). This is how it is implemented in our preprocessor.
Once one has binary clauses available one can perform equality reduction. If the theory F contains (ā, b) as well as (a,b) (i.e,, a ⇒ b as well as b ⇒ a), then we can generate a new formula EqReduce(F ) by equality reduction. Equality reduction involves (a) replacing all instances of b in F by a, (b) removing all clauses which now contain both a andā, (c) removing all duplicate instances of a (orā) from all clauses. This process might generate new binary clauses.
Clearly EqReduce(F ) will have a satisfying truth assignment if and only if F does. Furthermore, any truth assignment for EqReduce(F ) can be extended to one for F by assigning b the same value as a.
2CLS+EQ implemented running unit propagation (UP), HypBinRes, and equality reduction to closure at each node of the search tree. That is, it applied UP, HypBinRes (along with the special case involving two binary clauses), and equality reduction until no more inferences can be made with these inference rules. We will call this process achieving HypBinRes+eq-closure. As noted in the introduction, all of these changes as well as the reason for them needed to be recorded in separate data structures in order for 2CLS+EQ to undo the changes on backtrack and to perform intelligent backtracking. On the other hand since neither of these are needed in a preprocessor we were able to find a new and more efficient algorithm for implementing HypBinRes+eq closure in the preprocessor. The following relation between HypBinRes and unit propagation is useful in the design of our preprocessor.
is produced by an application of HypBinRes, then setting a to false followed by an application of unit propagation will set b to true. That is, we can discover thatā ⇒ b (i.e., (a, b)) holds using unit propagation, for any binary clause that HypBinRes can discover.
This proposition is easily seen to hold. For example, say that we obtain (a, b) from the clauses (a, b, c, d), (a,ā), 1 (a,c) and (a,d), then setting a to false, would also forcē c andd. This would reduce the clause (a, b, c, d) to the unit (b), and thus set b to true.
Achieving HypBinRes+eq-closure involves repeatedly applying HypBinRes, UP, and equality reduction until none of them can be applied again. The proposition tells us that one way of repeatedly applying HypBinResis to repeatedly test literals with unit propagation. A naive and hopelessly inefficient way of accomplishing this is to simply test each literal under unit propagation one after the other, recording each literals it implies as new a binary clause. To achieve closure, however, one would have to repeat this cycle every time we discover a forced literal 2 or performed an equivalence reduction. To obtain an effective implementation we must use the definition of the HypBinRes rule to more intelligently detect which literals might potentially produce a new conclusion (binary clause) when unit propagated.
Preprocessor Algorithm
In this section we provide a sketch of the algorithm utilized to achieve HypBinRes+eq-closure. Our approach utilizes the implicit implication graph represented by a set of binary clauses [7] : each binary clause (a, b) corresponds to the two edgesā ⇒ b and b ⇒ a in the implication graph. In the following discussion we will interchangeably refer to a set of binary clauses as an implication graph and vice versa. Our implementation works with sets of binary clauses, performing operations on the implication graph (like traversing it) by corresponding operations on the binary clauses.
The first thing our implementation does is to unit propagate any unit clauses that were present in the input CNF. Then it collects all of the input binary clauses. The aim of the algorithm is to generate an augmented implication graph (new set of binary clauses) that satisfies the following property: if (a, b) is present in the HypBinRes+eq-closure, then in the implication graph b is reachable fromā and a is reachable fromb. In particular, the clause (a, b) need not be in the final set of binary clauses, but it must be derivable by resolution steps involving only the computed set of binary clauses. graph starting at the nodes with zero in-degree. 4 Each node in the graph (literal) has a flag that is set if the graph downstream of the node already contains all conclusions available from an application of HypBinRes. More precisely, literal 's flag being set indicates that if (¯ , x) can be derived from an application of the HypBinRes rule then x is already reachable from in the current implication graph. Initially all flags are clear.
When the depth-first traversal enters a node it first visits each of 's children, skipping any child that has its flag set. During the visit of a child it will update the graph downstream of the child to ensure that it contains all HypBinRes derivations involving the child. Thus post visit it can set the child's flag. After all of the children have had their flags set, it sets to true and performs unit propagation. By the above proposition this will force all literals x such that ⇒ x can be derived by HypBinRes. 5 We then prune from the set of newly forced literals x all literals that are already downstream of in the current implication graph, and add arcs from to these new children. Some care is also taken to avoid adding redundant edges to the graph so as to limit its size. However, no attempt is made to keep the graph minimal as that would be too computationally expensive. For example, if a is a new child of detected via unit propagation and a ⇒ b is already in the graph. Then b might also be detected as a new child of . However, the edge ⇒ b is redundant given the edges ⇒ a and a ⇒ b. The algorithm is able to detect that in this case b need not be a new child of . After all new children are added, we can set 's flag and move on to the next node in the traversal.
The depth-first traversal is also capable of detecting strongly connected components which correspond to sets of equivalent literals. Equivalent literals are marked for later processing. Furthermore, the unit propagation process can also detect a contradiction. This means the node just unit propagated is forced to be false, and its negation can be unit propagated. To improve efficiency we immediately interrupt the traversal to perform this unit propagation. We then have to clear the flags of any literal that might now generate a new conclusion via HypBinRes. These are the literals that are upstream of the negation of any literal in a clause whose size has been reduced by the unit propagation. For example, if the clause (a, b, c, d) is reduced to (a, b, c) by the unit propagation, then any literal that can reach (i.e., implies)ā,b orc, could potentially generate a new conclusion under HypBinRes and needs to have its flag cleared. A similar rule holds for any clauses whose size is reduced when equality reduction is performed. HypBinRes+eq-closure is achieved when (1) all unit propagations and equality reductions have been performed, and (2) all active literals have their flags set. During the process of achieving closure various literals might be forced, or removed because they were detected to be equivalent to another literal. In both cases the input clauses are simplified. The output of the preprocessor is the simplified set of input clauses plus the binary clauses in the implication graph. Some of the processing performed in our preprocessor is similar to the techniques used in previous preprocessors, e.g., COMPACT [10] , COMPACTOR [11] , 2SIMPLIFY [12] , COMPRESSLITE [13] , and the full paper will discuss these previous works in more detail.
Empirical Results
Perhaps the most dramatic demonstration of the power of HypBinRes+eq-closure comes from the two problems c6288-s, and c6288 from João Marques-Silva's MITERS test suite. Both of these problems are detected to be UNSAT by the preprocessor. Table 1 shows the time required by the preprocessor and by the SAT solvers BerkMin 5.61 6 , and zchaff. All times reported are in CPU seconds on a 3GB, 2.4 GHx Pentium-IV. These two solvers were used in our tests are they are probably the most powerful current SAT solvers. The table also shows the result of first applying an alternate preprocessor, 2SIMPLIFY [12] , to the problem prior to utilizing the SAT solvers. 7 It can be seen that although the preprocessor solves both problems is about a second, the unsimplified problem is unsolvable by either of these state of the art SAT solvers. We ran each problems for a week before aborting the run. It is also the case that 2SIMPLIFY does not help with these problems. 8 Most of the problems we experimented with were too large to solve with the other preprocessors. In the final paper we will present some more data about the performance of these other preprocessors in the cases they were able to work. For this abstract it suffices to note that none of these other preprocessors were able to achieve the kinds of speedups we achieve with our approach.
Similar results are achieved on the BMC2 test suite from the 2002 competition, Table 2. Again all of these problems were solved by the preprocessor (all are SAT). These problems were also solved by the original 2CLS+EQ solver without search. However, as noted above the implementation of HypBinRes+eq-closure in 2CLS+EQ is much less efficient. For example, 2CLS+EQ required 11,1193.34 seconds to solve problem b6, slotting in between Zchaff and the latest release of Berkmin. Table 3 shows some additional results summed over families of problems. These families came from the 2002 SAT competition. The number in brackets after the family name is the number of problems in the family. The time given is the total time to "solve" Table 2 . Performance on the BMC2 suite Table 3 . Performance on various families of problems. Time in CPU seconds. Bracketed numbers indicate number of failures for that family. Numbers in bold face indicate family/solver combinations where preprocessing reduced the net solution times (i.e. preprocessing plus solving), or allowed more problems to be solved.
all problems in the family in CPU seconds. In these experiments a single problem timeout of 20,000 CPU seconds was imposed, and 20,000 was added to the total time to "solve" the family for each failed problem. The number in brackets after the total time is the number of problems the solver failed to solve. For the preprocessor "failure to solve" means that the problem was not resolved at preprocessing time. The first set of times is the time required by the preprocessor, then for each of the two SAT solvers we give the time require to solve the original problems, then the time require to solve the preprocessed problems (i.e., those that had not be resolved by the preprocessor).
The data shows that HypBinRes+eq-closure almost always makes the problems easier to solve. Only for Cache with Zchaff, and Lisa with Berkmin does the time to process the family increase. The preprocessor also allows Berkmin to solve one more problem from the IBM-Hard family, one more from the f2clk, and two more from the fifo family. It improves Zchaff even more, allowing Zchaff to solve 2 more from Comb, 2 more from IBM-Hard, five more from Lisa, one more from f2clk, fifo, ip, and w08. Preprocessing on rare occasion makes a problem harder as in the case for one problem in the Lisa family for Berkmin, and one problem in the Cache family for Zchaff. Interestingly, for the Lisa family and Berkmin, the preprocessing allowed Berkmin to solve one problem it could not solve before, and stopped it from solving one that it could solve before.
Frequently, especially for Berkmin, once we add the time to perform the preprocessing the gains in total solution time are minimal, or even negative. The net gains for Zchaff are better. Nevertheless, the preprocessor almost always makes the problem easier, so only in the case of IBM-Med does it cause a serious slow down in the total solution time. We feel that this is acceptable given that it also allows some problems to be solved that previously could not be solved. Table 4 provides some data about typical reductions in size in the CNF formulas produced by the preprocessor (i.e., these are of course formulas that are unresolved by preprocessing). The data shows that for the most part the preprocessor is able to achieve a significant reduction in the number of variables in the theory. Furthermore, it is clear that for problems like IBM-Med-b1, which contains more than 2 million binary clauses, it would be impossible to maintain the transitive closure of the binary clauses. (In fact, 2CLS+EQ, whose algorithm for achieving HypBinRes+eq-closure involves realizing the transitive closure, is unable to complete the preprocessing of the larger problems.) The implicit representation of these clauses in an implication graph used in our implementation avoids this blowup. In fact, we see that generally the final theory has a reduced number of binary clauses, even though the outputed set of clauses contains within its transitive closure all implications of HypBinRes+eq.
On a number of families, e.g., Bart, Homer, GridMN, Matrix, Polynomial, sha, and fpga-routing-2 the preprocessor had no effect. In these problems there are no useful binary clauses in the original theory.
It can be noted however, that at least for the Bart family using HypBinRes+eq dynamically during the search had dramatic benefits even though it was useless as a preprocessor. In particular, from data gathered during the SAT-2002 competition 2CLS+EQ was able to solve all 21 instances of the Bart family in 1.1 seconds with an average of only 25 nodes expanded during the search. Berkmin on the other hand took 77.6 seconds to solve the family and zchaff required 39,708 seconds and still was only to solve 5 of the 21 problems.
Conclusion
We have presented a new preprocessor for CNF encoded SAT problems. The empirical evidence demonstrates that although it can sometimes take a lot of time to do its work, it generally produces a significant simplification in the theory. This simplification is sometimes the difference between being able to solve the problem and not being to solve the problem. Hence, it is fair to say that it improves our ability to solve hard SAT problems.
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